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3 senior officers take off post as army probes civilian death    
Three senior Army officer one a Brigadier Commander , other Commanding officer and
second in command of has been “attached “ with a local unit pending enquiry in the
death of 3 persons who were detained by Army .
“ Attachment ” means being removed from the post to ensure an impartial investigation.
Army had arrested eight Gurjar Bakerwal civilians after militants had fired on Army
vehicles in which four Army personals died .
Three of the detained were found dead later            

Jaishankar arrives in Russia on five day visit trade ties on agenda     
External affairs minister S Jaishankar. on Monday began his five day visit to Moscow and
St. Petersburg. Here he will hold meeting with Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov and trade
minister Danis Manutrov .
The discussion will be over bilateral issues including payment related issues

Govt targets documents saturation in PVTG (villages in one week    
Govt has started its work to implement PM JANMAN for the Particularly Vulnerable
Tribal Group 

In first step , Govt has targeted to provide all PVTG( Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Group
) members to have Aadhaar Card , Caste Certificate and Jan Dhan Account saturation
across 15,000 PVTG habitation in 100 districts .
The camping initially will cover 18 states including Andman and Nicobar , said Tribal
Affairs ministry . In next phase other parts will be covered .
There are about 22,000 such habitation in which 28 lakh people live .
PM JANMAN scheme was announced by prime Minister Narendra Modi,on November
15.
24000 crore has been allocated under PM JANMAN .
Basic infrastructure like Roads , clean drinking water. Schools , house , communication
will be provided to PVTG communities under this .

China offers consular help to arrested VIVO employee     
The enforcement directorate on Monday arrested three ViVO India staff in connection
to Money Laundering investigation . When asked about this Chinese Foreign ministry
spokesperson Mao Ning told pressopersons , here on Monday that China is closely
following the issue .
The spokesperson told that China would provide all the consular help and assistance to
the individual concerned .
The ED has arrested interim CEO of the VIVO India Hong Xiuquan and two others under
Money laundering charges
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Aircraft grounded in France’s Vatry airport leaves for India    
An Aircraft with 303 passengers that was detained at French authorities on 21
December over suspicion of illegal immigration and human trafficking was allowed to
return to India on Monday . The Aircraft will reach Mumbai on Tuesday .
The Aircraft an Airbus A 340 had landed for a technical halt at Vatry Airport ,about 160
km from Paris . Over suspicion of human trafficking it was held there . The aircraft was
flying from Dubai to Nicaragua . Later French authorities after questioning crew and
passengers in which Indian consulate was also involved , later the aircraft cleared for
further journey              

PT instructors come within definition of teachers : top court     
The Supreme Court on Monday held that Physical Training Instructors ( PTI ) comes
within definition of “ teachers “ , though they do not necessarily take classes take
classes within four walls of a building .
The bench headed by Justice Hima Kohli was hearing a petition filed by a PTI of Jawahar
Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya ( University ) , he was challenging University demand to
retire him at 60 years of age , the age of retirement of other teachers are 62 . He was
demanding parity with 62 years age of retirement .
The court upheld the case of PTI petitioner  

Initial attack on chem Pluto indicates a drone attack , say Navy    
AMerchant Vessel Chem Pulo reached Mumbai on Monday , a preliminary investigation
by Explosive experts has found it as a Drone attack . “ however further forensic and
technical analysis will be required to establish the vector of the attack , including the
type of explosive used “ , the Navy said in a statement .
The ship has been cleared for further movement . 
After seeing increased disturbance in Arabian sea , the Navy has deployed , guided
missile destroyer INS Mormugao ,INS Kochi and ONS Kolkata in various , areas to
maintain. deterrence presence               

Railway officers to be trained in disaster .management ; academy , institute
to give training     
The ministry of Railway has made training in disaster management mandatory for
railway officers . The move comes after Odisha train tragedy investigation .
The National Academy for Indian Railways ( NAIR ) Vadodra , and Indian Railway Institute
of Disaster Managament ( IRIDM ) , Bengalriee will work together in imparting the
comprehensive training programme   

UNHCR thanks India for taking care of 143 Rohingyas intercepted in Andman     
Indian coast guard rescued on Monday a boat carrying 142 Rohingya refugees near
Saheed Dweep . 
“ UNHCR thanks the Indian coast guard and authorities for saving desperate human
lives . This noble act of humanity brings relief to those in distress “ .
Babar Balich those , spolesperson of UNHCR said .
Earlier UNHCR had flagged death of refugee , and had asked Indian authorities for help .
UNHCR - United Nations Humnar Rights Council is particularly active for betterment of
refugees world wide   
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    World    
Israeli air strike kills 100 in one of the War's deadliest nights
About 100 Palestinians died in fresh Israeli attacks in different parts of Gaza .
At least 70 , mostly women and children killed , instrikes targetting Megahzi after Israel
steps in Air and Ground Shelling .
Another strike in Khan Younis killed 23     

Egypt floats ambitious plan to end Israel Hamas war
Egypt has put forward a. Initial proposal to end the Israel Hamas war with a ceasefire , a
phased hostage release and creation of Palestinian government of experts who would
administer Gaza and West Bank is in the proposal . 
In Cairo Gulf Nations led by Qatar , Hamas , Israel , USA and European Goveenement are
contemplating over the solution of Israel Palestine issue .
The proposal is in preliminary stage , there is chances that Israel won't accept it . Israel
PM Benjamin Netanyahu is expected to talk about this on Tuesday meeting with his
officials       

Serbians take on street over poll fraud as Russia claims western hand in
protest
Protesters on Monday road blocked in capital Belgrade . Serbia has went for elections
recently. Opposition parties are demanding 
revision of electoral . Newly elected President Alexander Vicix is telling that the protest
was organized by West .
Russia a close ally to Serbia has accusessd the same      

kremlin critic Alexei Navalny moved to a penal colony in Arctic
Navalny was a big critic of Russian President Vladimir Putin , he was awarded 19 years of
jail for extremist charges in 2021 . Russia will be going for presidential election in three
months       

kRussia says it has seized the town of Maryinka in eastern Ukraine
Russia took over the town Marynka in eastern Ukraine , Russian President Putin has
hailed it as a “ success” that would mean less shelling in nearby city of Donetsk        
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At least 113 people killed in a series of attacks on villages near Nigeria
More than hundred people has been killed in central Nigeria in a series of attack on
villages , local govt official said .Military gangs , locally known as bandits launched
coordinated attack on 20 different communities        

Debt Debate 
IMF Sovereign debt risk assessment for India has spurred a sharp reaction
The editorial is about recent spat between Indian finance department and IMF . IMF one
of its article has said that Debt to GDP ratio of govt of India will reach 100 % in 2026 .
Ministry of finance told that the presumptions IMF has made to come to this conclusion
does not reflect factual position and has denied that such scenario will come in 2026.
In 2020- 21 Debt to GDP ratio was 88% , which fell to 81% in 2022- 23 financial year     

  Editorial          

Carry on , Doctor
Doctors most not fear prosecution unless gross negligence is proven 

The editorial is about new Provision in Bhartiya Nyay ( Second ) Samhita ( BNSS ) , 2023
in which doctors can be l be punished for negligence causing harm to patients .
Section 304 ( A) of BNSS , 2023 talks that Registered medical professionals will be
punished for imprisonment upto two years and fine for negligence causing harm to
patients .
Earlier , The committee had recommended a Punishment of 7 years in such cases , but
after request by IMA( Indian Mediacal Association )!it was reduced .
In Jacob Mathew vs state of Punjab case  suplene court had held that negligence should
be “ gross “ , of a significantly high degree and only if recklessness causes death of
patient .     


